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Abstract-m this note, we extend the notion of relative rearrangement introduced by J. Mossino 
and R. Te- [l] (see also [2-41) to any measure space. This type of a result finds application in the 
problems set in weighted spaces (on unbounded domains) or on manifolds [5,6]. As in [7] and [8], we 
begin by studying the regularity of the monotone rearrangement u. of one function u belonging to a 
weighted space. We give a characterisation ensuring the continuity of uL1. Concerning the study of 
u’., we introduce inequalities of De Giorgi type thoroughly linked to weighted Sobolev imbeddings. 
This leads us to estimate some of these Sobolev constants for particular weights. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
In all this paragraph, (X,p) denotes a finite measure space. We assume that p is a nonatomic, 
complete, positive measure. If u is a real p-measurable function defined on X, we denote 
by ur,y (or u+ if any confusion is to be feared), the decreasing p-rearrangement of u, defined on 
x’ = [0, ]Xlcl] by: u+,p(s) = inf{t E R, ]u > t], 5 s} if s E [0, ]XIP[[, u*,,(lXl,) = p-essinf u. 
(lIZI,, is the p-measure of a set E). We can also consider the increasing p-rearrangement of 
u: u l = -(-u)*#. 
u*,L has the same properties as the monotone rearrangement associated to Lebesgue measure 
[3,9]. In particular, we show (as in [lo]) the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let p be a convex function defined in lR such that: ]~(t)] 5 cr]t]P + /3 ((Y > 
0, p 2 0, p > 1). Then, for all u, ZI in LP(X, p), we have: 
J P(U*,, - v*Jl )~++-v)dll. 
X’ X 
In particular, the application u I-+ u+,~ is a contraction from LP(X,p) to Lp(X*), for any p E 
[l, +oo] (here X’ =]O, IXI,[ ). 
Let now, u and v: X + R be two p-integrable functions. We define w = W(U, v): x’ ---) E by: 
“>;(#, v(x) dP(Z), if (U = u*(s)]~ = 0, 
w(s) = 
U,iCSj 4~) 44~) + _&;-S’i(VO* (c) da, if 121 = u*(s)]~ > 0. 
Here, S’i = Iu > u*(s)lp and (Vi)* is the decreasing p-rearrangement of the restriction of v to the 
set P(s) = {z E X, u(z) = u*(s)}. 
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THEOREM 1. Ifu belongs to L’(X,p) and u to Lp(X,p) (15 p 5 +oo), then: 
(i) zu E W1lp(X*), 
()I I 
ii dw 
ds I blP,W 
P 
(iii) lim ('+")* -"* = !!! jn 
“XT;‘: 
)r ds 
{ 
L1-weak, ifp = 1, 
LP_we& , ifl<p<oo, 
Lm-weak-star, if p = +oo. 
This theorem concerns the directional derivative of the map u I+ u+. The proof follows the 
same scheme as in the classical case [1,3,4]. Another proof is given in [2]. 
DEFINITION 1. The function s is called the relative p-rearrangement of v with respect to u. 
We denote it v*“,,, (or v *” if any confusion is to be feared). 
Here again, we find results similar to the classical relative rearrangement [3,4,10]. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let u E L’(X,p) and p E [l,+oo], the application v I+ Vet,,, is a contraction 
from LP(X, p) to LP(X*). 
To conclude this first paragraph, let us note, we could also define (as in [l]) mean value 
operators; M,(g), M,,,(g) : X -+ Iw. (Here u, v are two real p-measurable functions defined 
on X, and g a real integrable function defined on X’). Therefore, we have: 
PROPOSITION 3. Let u E L’(X,p), v E LP(X,p) (1 5 p 5 +oo) and g E Lp’(X*) (i + $ = l), 
then: 
/ v*,+(s) g(s) ds = /K,&)(z) v(z)+(c). 
X' X 
2. APPLICATION TO THE REGULARITY 
OF WEIGHTED MONOTONE REARRANGEMENT 
Let R be an any open set of IWN and a a weight function, integrable on R, strictly positive 
almost everywhere in 0. Q, provided with the measure dp(z) = a(z) dz, is then a finite measure 
space. We want to investigate in the following question: given a regular function u defined on a, 
what can we say about the regularity of the decreasing a-rearrangement of u : u++? A first 
answer is: 
THEOREM 2. Let u E C(n) f~ Loo(a), then u.+, E C(p) if and only if u(n) is a connected set 
(that is a compact interval). (Here, R’ =]O, s,a(z) dt[). In particular, if n is bounded and 
u E C(n) then u*,,, E C(F) if and only if u(n) is a connected set. 
2.1. Notations. Spaces 
If u is a real function defined on 52, we will note I(u) = {u(t), 2 E a}. 
For any measurable subset E of Q, we denote jEla = la(z) dt. 
C”(K) = {restrictions to n of Coo-functions in RN}, 
VW(n) = {u E Cm(n) n We, f or a.e t E I(u), 3 ht > 0, Vu # 0 on u-‘([t, t + ht])}. 
REMARK. p(n) c V-(n) and if R is bounded V-(Q) = C”(a). 
V*w(Q) = {u E V-(n), u(Q) is connected}. 
For p E [l, +oo]: 
W1lp(R,a) = {u E LP(R, a) 17 L:,,(n), $ E LP(R,a),i 
i 
= 1 . . . N}, 
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endowed with the norm: ~u[I,~+, = 1&o + IIV~llp,a, 
W~Pp(s2, a) = the closure of D(n) in the space W’Bp(S2, a), 
V’J’(R, a) = the closure of V-(n) in the space W1lp(R,a). 
The main theorem of this second part is the following: 
THEOREM 3. Let R be an open set oflRN, a E L’(R), a > 0 a.e in 0. Let u E VP”(n) satisfying 
the following property K. 
There exists a continuous function K :]0, I$21a[-+]0, +oo[ such that: 
J a(z) dHN-l(z) > K(b > tla), for a.e t E I(u), 
u=t 
where HN-1 is the N - l-dimensional Hausdorff measure. We note, for u E R’ and lhl < 
min(a, 101. - 6): 
Kh((r) = min K(B) 
{ 
e E [u,u+h], ifh > 0, 
6 E [u+h,a], ifh < 0. 
Then, we have the inequalities: 
(i) Vq > O,Vlhl < v,Vp E [l,+m[: 
J 
PI.-o WI.-11 K;(s)lur,a(s+ h)- u,, (s)lPds 5 rl J IJ 
s+h IV&,,(+~ 'ds. v s 
(ii) Vp E [l, +oo]: 
I I 
K+ 5 Ilw*“,alp I Ilwlp,a. 
P 
The proof uses (with few modifications) the ideas of [7,10]. It is essentially based on the 
Federer’s formula [l 11. 
2.2. Examples Where the Property K: is Satisfied 
Let R be an open set of RN, a E L’(R), a > 0 a.e in R. For q E [l,+co[, we note: 
QaW,q> = inf{c E [0,+4, IuI~,~ I cIIVILII~,~ Vu E @-*‘(%a)}, 
Q,(0, q) = inf{c E [O,+co], 
( 
$1~ - tl,,, 
> 
5 c IIV411,aVU E w”‘(f4a>I. 
REMARK. If Ga(SI,q) < + co, then R is a connected set. 
Then, we define the classes of weights: 
Q(Qq) = {a E L’O-% a > 0 a.e in R, Qa(C2,q) < +co}, 
G(f4q) = {a E w% a > 0 a.e in Sz, ija(i2,q) < +m}. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let R be an open set of RN and a E Q(n,q). If u E W,‘@(n) then for almost 
every real 0, we have: 
Q&Q) J Q(X)dHN-l(X) 1 min (1~ > el~iq,(l$ - 1~ > %)liq) 
UC0 
(if u 2 0 then Qa(CI, q) J a(z)dHN--1(2) 2 Iu > Bla’q,for a.e 8 > 0). 
t&=0 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let Sl be a (connected) open set of RN and a E @n,(l). If u E W”fm(n) then 
for almost every real 8, we have: 
21-Ga(n,,) 
J 
a(x) dHN_l(t) 2 min lu > f#“, (lQle - lu > ew) * 
Using Theorem 3 and the two previous propositions, we show by density: 
THEOREM 4. Let Sl be an open set of RN and a E Q(C2,q). If u E WiPp(n, a) (1 5 p 5 +CO) 
then u*,~ E W:d,P(O*) and we have: 
I I 
g.h,a 
ds 5 QdCn) IIWlp,a, where k(s) = min s’/Q,(lflla - s)l/q) . 
P 
Futhermore, u is non-negative, then u+,~ E WIJ’(&, IQla) for any E > 0 and we have: 
I I 
sl/q d%a 
7 I Qa(Q,q) Ilwlp,a. 
P 
THEOREM 5. Let n be a (connected) open set of RN and a E a(n, q). If u E V1J’(i2,a) (1 5 
p I +oo) then u*+ E l#/‘d,P(Q*) and we have: 
I I 
k due,, 
-&- I 21-%L(w p41p,a’ where k(s) = min l/n . 
P 
To conclude this first part, we would like to observe that the most of definitions and results 
presented here can be generalized to infinite measure spaces (with weariness). 
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